
	  

Equinox Global Telecommunications Expands Network in Southeast	  

Charlotte, NC – July 31, 2013 - Equinox Global Telecommunications, a provider of 
carrier grade, low-latency telecommunication network services announces today the 
expansion of its network into additional regions in the southeast. The first phase of its 
expansion plan includes several routes out of Charlotte, NC into diverse areas across the 
southeast that include North Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia and Ohio. Route completions 
vary upon the route however most will be completed between December 2013 through 
mid 2015.	  

These unique routes will include a diverse ring throughout Charlotte, and routes that 
travel from Charlotte to Raleigh and from Charlotte to Asheville by way of Kings Mountain 
through North Carolina.  This path includes additional routes originating in Charlotte and 
reaching Memphis, Nashville and Johnson City in Tennessee. Equinox’s network 
expansion from Charlotte also includes a route from Charlotte to Cincinnati, OH and a 
route from Charlotte to Atlanta, GA. Several of Equinox’s routes are already engineered 
and ready for the permitting and construction phases of deployment.	  

“In today’s evolving technology marketplace, businesses of all sizes are looking for ways 
to make sure their network environment remains at the highest level of functionality 
possible,” states Harold Greene, a spokesperson of Equinox Global 
Telecommunications. “At Equinox, our focus is on our customers and the network 
services we provide them. As we expand our network into more regions across the 
southeast, we do so with our customers needs as top of mind. As the Southeast business 
community continues to grow and requires the highest levels of network connectivity 
available, our customers can remain highly competitive as they can conduct business 
faster and more effectively.”	  

Equinox will provide a variety of services on its network including dark fiber, broadband, 
network maintenance and monitoring, NOC services, technical support and professional 
services including inside and outside plant design and installation.  With a network that 
can accommodate carriers as well as small to large businesses, Equinox 
provides scalable solutions that are diverse, reliable and backed 24x7x365 by a 
team of trained professionals, committed to clients’ networks connectivity.  

 
For more information on Equinox Global Telecommunications, visit 
www.equinoxglobaltelecom.net. 	  

	  



	  

About Equinox Global Telecommunications: 
 
Equinox Global Telecommunications is a privately held telecommunications service 
provider.  Headquartered in North Carolina with offices in Georgia, Tennessee and 
Virginia, Equinox also has a NOC that will be located in Charlotte, NC. Equinox 
offers a carrier grade, low-latency network to accommodate carriers as well as 
businesses of all sizes.  The company’s scalable solutions provide customers 
with diversity, a reliable 24x7x365 network and a variety of broadband and 
professional services to meet its clients’ network needs. Equinox’s highest quality 
of service exceeds expectations and provides the reliability and quality that 
customers expect from a network. For more information visit 
www.equinoxglobaltelecom.net.  
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